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1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. great book, difficult to
purchase cheapBy viajera20The Payroll Source, specifically the large
hardcover textbook containing all the relevant information to add to a
collection of knowledge for a payroll department, is excellent. We referenced it
periodically in departments I've worked in that kept a copy.However: be very
wary of purchasing it outside of APA and from a system that only relies on
catalogued barcodes (e.g. ). The additional softcover answer key/appendix with
CD has the same barcode as the textbook you are likely trying to buy. So when
you find a very affordable copy of the Payroll Source in these listings, most
likely all they are selling is the softcover book. Two purchases, two returns for
me, based on descriptions that sounded like the textbook.Unless you can first
confirm 100% with the seller that it's the actual hardcover textbook being sold
at a low affordable price, it's not worth the effort on here.Ultimately, it's
difficult to find this book at a cheap price, and you'll probably just finally have
to resort to begging your superiors at work to pay some cost towards this on the
APA website. That way you'll be assured you are getting the book you want,
plus you get most updated info.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
You need this book to become a CPPBy A RubiThis book helps you to pass the
CPP, but make sure to get the answer key that you need to purchase separately
because the book does not provide the answers.0 of 0 people found the
following review helpful. Five StarsBy Lori K. FalkVery helpful for HR.
The Payroll Source provides the essential information you need to keep your
company in compliance with federal laws and regulations affecting your payroll
operations. Comprehensive and clearly written by a leading payroll expert, this
revolutionary book eliminates the need to refer to multiple sources seeking
answers to your payroll questions. It details all aspects of payroll
administration, from the most fundamental forms and regulations, through the
most complex benefits taxation and reporti ...
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